behind the camera w/ drew props

Before the rise of the Internet and cellphones smaller than a
pork roast, before email and eBay, prepping a movie was an
entirely different affair because you didn’t have the world at
your fingertips. Well, actually you did, but those fingertips had
to do some walking through an enormous alphabetized list
of businesses that had been printed on yellow newsprint and
left on your doorstep when you weren’t at home. We called
this thing “The Yellow Pages” and everybody in the world used
it whenever they needed to find a plumber, or a florist, or just
about anything else because Google DID NOT EXIST!!! srsly.
That great big yellow book was invaluable and was one of the
very first items distributed when a production office was being
set up. I still remember PAs walking through offices, flinging
brand new telephone books onto our desks and in just a few
weeks those books would be dog-eared, covered in doodles
and filled with bookmarks. Decorators and propmasters would
take their telephone books with them while they were out
shopping, and more than a few Yellow Pages would disappear
from payphone booths. Remember kids: this is the way things
worked before the iPhone™. And you know what? It worked!
We found the stuff we were looking for, and movies got made.
Sometimes a person would misplace their own telephone book
so they would “borrow” one from someone else’s desk in the
production office. My friend and propmaster Joe Connolly took
to writing “STOLEN FROM PROPS” with a big giant marker all
over his newest set of Yellow Pages (yes, they sometimes came
in sets). And Joe meant “stolen”, because those books were
valuable tools. If you worked on a show in another part of the
country you’d take that city’s Yellow Pages home at the end of
the show because it increased your “database” of contacts.
Joe had a saying that, “If you can’t find it within 6 phone calls it
doesn’t exist,” and in those days that was pretty much the case.
One of the few things you knew you wouldn’t find locally were
places that specialized in making fake newspapers and fake
money, because there’s not a lot of demand for the former, and
the latter will get you 10 to 20 in Federal prison. No, for those
things you had to turn back to the mothership: Los Angeles.
When I first began working in the motion picture industry, back
in 1991, a large majority of propmasters and set decorators
in the United States used a company called Earl Hays Press.
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Known simply as ‘Earl Hays’, this company was a good source
for most any printed item you might need on set. From fake
magazines and newspapers, to adhesive-backed labels (called
“wraps”) for making fake liquor and beer bottles, to paper wraps
for fake cigarette packs, Earl Hays had you covered. The only
downside of ordering from Earl Hays was that some of their
material looked as if it had been designed in the 1940s, which
was quite possible because the company had been in business
since 1915!
We appreciated the convenience of Earl Hays products but we
dreamed of being able to create our own labels. The problem
was that the techniques for creating labels were still laughably
rudimentary in the 1990s, partly because we still thought in
terms of using photocopiers and dry-transfer rub-on lettering –
a technique left over from the 1960s. More importantly, we were
supposed to be prepping a movie, not designing labels.
Things have changed significantly over the last 20 years. Earl
Hays is no longer the only supplier for product labels in Los
Angeles, and may even now be considered a 2nd tier source
for prop graphics. More significant has been the rise of the
embedded graphic designer on productions, and that’s what
I really wanted to talk about for this issue of the Creative Index:
What does it take to make a living as a graphic designer in the
motion picture industry?
To be a “normal” graphic designer you have to have artistic
talent, you have to understand composition, you have to be
able to work to a deadline, you have to be able to work with
people with extreme personalities, you have to know how to
measure things, you must possess an understanding of the
history of graphic design, you should probably check to make
sure you’re not colorblind and that you’re a fairly decent speller,
and most importantly you have to own (and preferably know
how to use) the goshdarn software!
To be a good Motion Picture graphic designer you also have
to understand how to design pieces “for camera”. If you’re
working independently, not embedded with a show, you have
to operate with the mentality of a doctor, in that you’re always
on call, because there are always last-minute emergencies. And
you’d better be a wizard at shipping, too, because it’s a bad day
if your magazine cover doesn’t arrive on set in time for a scene.

Be sure to find a reliable output house and develop a
collaborative relationship with their output team because
those are the people who will help you solve all the seemingly
impossible problems that will get thrown your way by a crazy
director or a wildly impossible location. Chet Long, a senior
account manager with Meteor LLC Atlanta, recently explained
how he’d once “fired” a graphic designer because they
consistently provided poorly crafted files with incorrect
measurements and then had the audacity to berate
him on his prices. His company was so busy producing
material for other film projects that he was able to
encourage that designer to seek another vendor.
Don’t let this happen to you!

DOLLARS

By 2001 there was a
convergence of affordable
illustration software with a
rapidly growing “library” of
seemingly free photographic
material on the Internet. The
same studio system that
had so jealously guarded
its own products through
the years suddenly found
itself
facing
copyrightinfringement lawsuits due
to a widespread ignorance
of copyright law among the
design community hired to
make graphics for films and
television programs.

A few studios provide graphic designers with access to a
stock photography library, but that hasn’t been the trend with
projects shooting in Atlanta and as a result Lisa also finds
herself organizing impromptu photo shoots for the pieces she
produces. It’s a lot of work and while she’s good at it, she can’t
charge the clients additional fees for her photography.
Perhaps the biggest challenge Lisa has faced is how much she can
charge for her expertise, because many Unit Production Managers
harbor an insultingly parochial view of the abilities of anyone who
isn’t from Los Angeles, especially the South. Faced with the list
of respected Designers and Art Directors who recommend her,
UPMs often still press her to
take a lower rate.
I recently had a similar
experience on a television
pilot and when it became clear
that I wasn’t going to take less
than the industry standard rate
we were able to strike a deal.
My negotiation tactic was that
I honestly didn’t really want
the job in the first place, which
is hardly typical.

More often you find people
who are hungry for work,
looking to build a resume,
or simply ignorant of the
D E S P E R AT I O N
rates that they should be
charging. I’m aware of several
instances
(just
this
year)
in
which
movies
hired talented people
As result of those missteps, legal clearances for fonts and images
for
a
surprisingly
low
rate,
and
those
people
were given minimal
are now a regular part of the paperwork chain that motion
compensation
for
the
rental
of
their
expensive
equipment and
picture graphic designers must deal with and the requirements
are only becoming more stringent. I once had a shouting match software. I’ve recently learned of one person who worked prep
(uncharacteristic for me) with a lawyer for a studio for which for free, simply to add a high-profile movie to their resume.
I’d created a website to be used on-camera. Their writers never
provided me with the promised copy to be used on the website
and they ended up shooting the scene using my placeholder
text. Not only did I not receive additional compensation for my
original text, they also wanted me to indemnify their studio
against any legal claims pertaining to that text, which I refused
to do because that wasn’t our original deal. In the end I forced
them to re-write the agreement. Studios expect their designers
to be more prepared than they ever were in the past, and that’s
not a bad thing: it’s just business.
My friend Lisa Yeiser has a booming business as a graphic
designer for television shows and feature films, with clients
all around the country. Several years ago she had a similarly
frustrating experience regarding “broadcast friendly” fonts, and
it became expeditious for her to purchase an expensive studioapproved font package so that she could stop dealing with
legal departments and get back to the business of design.

This devaluation of the services doesn’t only apply to graphic
designers and it’s not limited to Atlanta. It’s happening across
the country and includes illustrators, storyboard artists, set
designers, art directors and other art-generating crafts that fall
under the auspices of the Art Department. Unless you belong to
the Art Director’s Guild (IATSE 800) and are an Art Director, the
studios have no contractual minimum rate that they are bound
to honor, meaning that local unions are helpless to assist these
people in their negotiations with producers, and a smart UPM
will take advantage of hunger and insecurity every time.
So what’s the fair solution? Well, the first thing is to stop
accepting low rates, and if you don’t know what a fair rate is,
ask somebody (but probably not a UPM). Stop thinking of other
artists as rivals and start thinking of them as colleagues. Talk to
each other on a regular basis and find out how to negotiate
a fair rate for yourselves because right now all you’re doing is
competing with each other in a race to the bottom.
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